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Half of Canadian soldiers faced childhood abuse, study indicates
By Kas Roussy, January 27, 2016
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Currier: Child abuse and the connection to the Canadian Armed Forces
By Geoff Currier
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CNN
Does spanking harm the black community
By Steven A. Holmes, September 18, 2014

The Globe and Mail
One in three Canadian has suffered child abuse, study says
By Gayle MacDonald, April 22, 2014

National Post
One-third of Canadians have suffered child abuse, highest rates in western provinces, study says
By Sarah Boesveld, April 22, 2014

CTV News
One in three Canadian adults experienced child abuse: study
By Marlene Leung, April 22, 2014

Global News
Physical punishment associated with poor health in adulthood
July 19, 2013

Radio Canada International
Link between spanking and health problems scientifically established
By Glida Salomone, July 19, 2013

Dr. Drew talks spanking, mental illness study
By Dan Schenek, July 3, 2012
http://www.hln.tv/video/2012/07/03/dr-drew-talks-spanking-mental-illness-study
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Can spanking cause mental illness?
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http://www.cnn.com/2012/07/02/health/shu-spanking-mental-illness/

TIME Magazine
Hitting your kids increases their risk of mental illness
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CBC News
VLTs tied to problem gambling in women: study
January 20, 2010